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Definitions  

• What is an outcome? 
– From discussion: 

• Larger vision 
• Measureable 
• Broader focus with longer timeline 
• Related to student learning outcomes 

• What is an objective? 
– From discussion: 

• Specific tasks to help meet outcomes 
• Measureable  
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Link to standards and/or ILOs; 
outcomes that are attributed to the 
standards should be rephrased to be 
more direct. 

Such as: Specificity to one area of 
focus (assess facilities and budget 
as separate outcomes). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outcome vs. ObjectiveOutcome: student learningOutcome: Job interview panel members will create interview questions (at least two) that reflect cultural awareness.Objective: service-based; operational effectivenessObjective: Implement cultural awareness training program for job interview panel members so that member will serve with increased awareness. 



Learning Outcomes 

• Consider different types of learning: 
– Knowledge 

 

– Skills 

 

– Attitude 

 

– Behavior 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference: Bloom’s taxonomy (1956)Cognitive domain (knowledge)Affective domain (attitude)Psychomotor domain (skills)Add:Behavior: Role of knowledge, skills and attitude may lead to change in behaviorExample: Using IR office:Behavior: Ask whether the mean the best way to look at the data or are there other data points to consider?Attitude: What are you aware of or think differently now? Mean is not always the most useful form of statistical analysis.Skills: What can you do now? How to calculate a mean and median.Knowledge: What do you know now (facts)? What is difference between mean and median?Consider:



Anatomy of an Assessing an AUO 

• Statements should be: (From conversation) 
– Specific: What is your intended outcome? 
– Attainable: Is it reasonable? 
– Measurable: How is it being assessed?  
– Relevant: Does it serve the needs of the college? 

• Consider: (From conversation) 
– Active not static verbs: How will assessment be 

measured? How will you know the outcome is 
occurring? 

– Time frame: When is assessment occurring? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action Verbs are concrete, refer to a process, and produce statements that are measurable. Examples: identify, describe, initiate, implement, investigate, apply, select, schedule, complete, show, modify, change, discover, provide, interpret, collect, examine, define Static Verbs refer to a "state"  and refers to the way things are; therefore, static verbs produce statements that can't be measured reliably. Examples: like, want, believe, think, feel, need, know



 
  
 
 

• Identify outcome statement(s): knowledge, skills, 
abilities and behaviors (BASK) members of the campus 
community should develop as a result of the functions 
served by your area. 

• Identify assessment method: How will you know BASK 
is occurring? 

• Share results with campus community. 
• Seek feedback from campus constituents. 
• Reflect on assessment results. 
• Develop action plan for next cycle. 
• Remember: AUOs as outcome statements and not just 

solely satisfaction measures. 
 
 

The AUO Cycle 
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An AUO Example 

• Outcome: The LRC redesign will accommodate 
all student learning styles, so students can 
learn about their learning style and the 
strategies best suited to academic success. 

• Assessment Method: Students who use the 
LRC after the redesign will be: a) surveyed to 
determine any changes in their learning 
strategies, and b) tracked to determine course 
success with the year of using LRC services. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference: Bloom’s taxonomy (1956)Cognitive domain (knowledge)Affective domain (attitude)Psychomotor domain (skills)Add:Behavior: Role of knowledge, skills and attitude may lead to change in behaviorExample: Using IR office:Behavior: Ask whether the mean the best way to look at the data or are there other data points to consider?Attitude: What are you aware of or think differently now? Mean is not always the most useful form of statistical analysis.Skills: What can you do now? How to calculate a mean and median.Knowledge: What do you know now (facts)? What is difference between mean and median?Consider:



Another AUO Example 

• Outcome: Information about construction timelines for 
renovations and new builds allows faculty and staff to 
implement schedule changes with limited disruption to 
student learning (schedules and services). 

• Assessment Method: Faculty and staff from affected 
areas in 2012-13 will be surveyed quarterly to 
determine: a) timeliness of construction information; 
b) accuracy of construction information; and c) changes 
to schedules and services resulting from construction 
information.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference: Bloom’s taxonomy (1956)Cognitive domain (knowledge)Affective domain (attitude)Psychomotor domain (skills)Add:Behavior: Role of knowledge, skills and attitude may lead to change in behaviorExample: Using IR office:Behavior: Ask whether the mean the best way to look at the data or are there other data points to consider?Attitude: What are you aware of or think differently now? Mean is not always the most useful form of statistical analysis.Skills: What can you do now? How to calculate a mean and median.Knowledge: What do you know now (facts)? What is difference between mean and median?Consider:
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